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Question 11: What restrictions should be placed on the use of portable electronic devices (such as mobile phones, laptops, tablets, or music devices) in the operating room?

Consensus: We recognize that portable electronic devices may be contaminated with bacteria. We also recognize that increased levels of talking are associated with higher levels of bacteria in the operating room environment. Accordingly we recommend that portable electronic device usage be limited to that necessary for patient care.

Delegate Vote: Agree: 84%, Disagree: 14%, Abstain: 2% (Strong Consensus)

Justification: Many studies have shown a high rate of contamination of cell phones and other portable electronic devices used in hospitals by healthcare workers, from 44% to 98%, with a high percentage of resistant strains, namely extended-spectrum β-lactamase-producing gramnegative bacteria and methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). Ulger et al. demonstrated that 52% of Staphylococcus aureus strains isolated from cell phones were methicillin-resistant. Brady et al. showed that cleaning mobile phones with an alcohol-based solution significantly reduced contamination of mobile phones, similar to what was previously observed by Singh et al. for pagers and Hassoun et al. for personal digital assistants. Thus, regular cleaning of portable electronic devices with alcohol is highly recommended, as efforts towards maintaining hand hygiene to prevent nosocomial infections, including SSI, may be compromised by the use of handheld electronic devices that act as reservoirs of pathogens. Limitation of portable electronic devices in the OR is also advised, although no evidence in the literature is able to link their use to an increased risk of SSI.

Question 12: Does prolonged surgical time predispose to an increased risk of PJI?

Consensus: We recognize that SSI rates increase directly with the duration of surgery. We recognize that some surgeries present a marked and inescapable level of complexity that will require more time. We recognize that minimizing the duration of surgery is an important goal and a cooperative effort on the base of the entire surgical team as well as the institution. We recommend that a coordinated effort be made to minimize the duration of surgery without technical compromise of the procedure.

Delegate Vote: Agree: 96%, Disagree: 3%, Abstain: 1% (Strong Consensus)

Justification: Numerous studies have linked increased operative time to the risk of infection after TJA with statistical significance. Skramm et al. investigated the incidence of SSI following THA and TKA for fractures after the implementation of surveillance policies. When considering the risk factors for infection, the duration of surgery was the only significant independent factor in a logistic regression model, also taking into account age, American Society of Anesthesiologists’s physical status score, and level of emergency. The study by van Kasteren et al supported the use of duration of surgery more than the 75th percentile as a risk factor for PJI, as previously suggested by the National Nosocomial Infections Surveillance (NNIS) risk index. In a population-wide study based on the Danish national hip arthroplasty registry that included 80,756 cases of primary THA, surgical time was a significant independent risk factor for revision due to infection. Similar results were reported in countries such as Norway and England. Peersman et al. suggested using operative times as a predictive risk factor for infection after TKA in a risk stratification model.
systematic review of only observational studies that investigated deep SSI in THA and included more than 100 patients, Urquhart et al found just two studies that examined operative time. After merging data from these two studies, they reported duration of surgery as an independent risk factor for SSI. In addition, in a recent analysis of 56,216 primary TKAs, Namba et al. identified a 9% increase in the risk of deep SSI per 15 minute-increment increase in operative time. Nevertheless, methodological concerns exist regarding the studies that support the role of operative time as a risk factor for PJI, including missing data,9 failure to consider potential confounding factors, and statistical considerations. On the other hand, there are studies that failed to demonstrate such a correlation or even found an opposite relationship. Moreover, none of the previous studies considered the potential confounding role of repeat doses of antibiotic prophylaxis during prolonged procedures. Procedure duration may be an indicator of complexity of surgery (extensive surgical exposure and more severe tissue damage), surgical indication (previous procedures and indications other than osteoarthritis), inexperienced surgical team, surgeon with slow pace, perioperative complications, inadequate optimal standardization program, or patient’s preexisting medical conditions. Perhaps staff education in how to operate efficiently and follow systematically defined steps might decrease the risk of SSI. Interestingly, it has also been demonstrated that procedures with a longer duration are at increased risk for revision due to aseptic failure.

**Question 13:** Should the scheduling of elective TJA be ordered such that clean cases are not preceded by known infected, dirty, or contaminated cases?

**Consensus:** We recognize the concern regarding risk of infection to a clean surgery following a contaminated surgery. We recognize that studies have not demonstrated increased infection rates in clean surgery performed subsequent to contaminated cases. We recommend thorough cleaning as defined by local institutional standards, after contaminated surgery and before further surgery.

**Delegate Vote:** Agree: 89%, Disagree: 8%, Abstain: 3% (Strong Consensus)

**Justification:** Although performing an infected arthroplasty procedure before non-infected procedures is theoretically risky for cross-contamination between procedures, there is inadequate evidence to support or oppose this practice. However, this policy may allow the hygiene staff a thorough clean down procedure at the end of OR working day when there is no economical concern regarding the duration of time that might be required for a compliant OR disinfection.

**Literature:** A common practice in orthopaedic surgery, especially in arthroplasty, is to organize the OR in a manner so that confirmed or suspicious cases of infection are operated on at the end of the OR session after clean procedures. Whether the practice of performing a clean arthroplasty procedure following an infected case increases the probability of infection or not has not been adequately studied. Microbiologic studies have demonstrated long-term survivorship of common nosocomial pathogens on inanimate surfaces. This may support the theoretical risk of cross-contamination between procedures if there is no efficient preventive strategy for disinfection of these surfaces after every procedure. There are only two retrospective studies that have addressed this issue, but both had inadequate power and inconsistent conclusions. Despite the lack of evidence, a sound practice consists of thoroughly addressing this potential factor of PJI, even though there is inadequate evidence for cross-contamination between procedures. Abolghasemian et al. evaluated 85 primary and revision cases performed after TJA resection for PJI and evaluated the risk of infection in those patients. After a minimum follow-up of 12 months, an increased rate of superficial or deep infections was not witnessed in this cohort when compared to 321 patients matched for demographic factors who did not undergo TJA after an infected TJA in the same operating room. The one patient who developed a deep PJI in the study group had a different infecting organism than the one responsible for the PJI of the preceding surgical case. Cleaning the OR after an infected case did not differ from cleaning after an aseptic case. Namdar et al. undertook a similar endeavor when they evaluated the development of infection in 39 cases of primary TJA performed after dirty cases. They identified one case of PJI in this cohort when the causative infecting organism (Propionibacterium acnes) was the same as the one causing the infection in the preceding septic case. However, no advanced microbiological testing was performed to certify that both organisms were of identical strains.

**Question 14:** Does patient normothermia have an essential role in preventing infectious complications?

**Consensus:** We recognize the significance of patient normothermia and the data from nonorthopedic procedures. We support general recommendations from the general surgery literature and identify this as a field that requires further research.

**Delegate Vote:** Agree: 92%, Disagree: 1%, Abstain: 7% (Strong Consensus)

**Literature:** Kurz et al. undertook an RCT of major colorectal surgery patients and demonstrated significant decrease in SSI rates in patients receiving warmed fluids and forced-air warming (FAW) blankets compared to patients who did not receive aggressive maintenance of normothermia. Melling et al. conducted an RCT in non-orthopaedic clean surgery and identified a significant role for patient warming in preventing SSI. A systematic protocol using FAW blankets or local warming protocols
using a radiant heat dressing led to a significant decrease in SSI. No such RCT was identified specifically for TJA or orthopaedic procedures in general.

**Question 15: Do Forced Air Warming (FAW) blankets increase the risk of SSI?**

**Consensus:** We recognize the theoretical risk posed by forced air warming blankets and the fact that no studies have shown an increase in SSI related to the use of these devices. We recommend further study but no change to current practice.

**Delegate Vote:** Agree: 89%, Disagree: 5%, Abstain: 6% (Strong Consensus)

**Literature:** Recent studies have raised concern about the possibility of bacterial air contamination by FAW devices. Some authors evaluated disruptions in airflow. McGovern et al. conducted an experimental study where they found that FAW blankets lead to a disruption in the airflow at the surgical site under laminar flow conditions when compared to conductive fabric warmers in simulated THA and spine surgery.76 Legg et al. found increased air particles above the surgical site when using FAW compared to radiant warming.77 On the contrary, Sessler et al. did not identify any worsening in air quality with use of FAW under laminar flow conditions.78 Memarzadeh et al. reported the results of a computational study conducted by the National Institutes of Health which showed negligible disruption of laminar flow by FAW.79 Other authors have investigated the bacterial contamination of OR air. Moretti et al. undertook air sampling in experimental conditions and demonstrated increased bacterial contamination of air after turning FAW blankets on; however, this was much lower than worsening of air quality induced by personnel placing a patient in the OR.80 Tumia et al. undertook air sampling under laminar flow conditions in orthopaedic procedures and failed to identify any significant rise in air bacterial counts with the use of FAW.81 Sharp et al. also performed air sampling in laminar flow-equipped ORs to study the effect of FAW on air quality using volunteer patients with psoriasis who had increased shedding of skin cells.82 Air at 30cm from a theoretical operating site was sampled and there were no positive cultures. In addition, a smoke test that was used to visually assess airflow found no disturbance by the FAW device. Zink et al. were also concerned by possible contamination of the OR environment with FAW, but did not resort to air sampling. Instead, they placed culture plates on the abdomen of volunteers with use of FAW and failed to identify increased contamination rates with this method.83 Albrecht et al. found that the intake filters used in air blowers were not optimally efficient and resulted in colonization of the internal parts of the device. Overall, 92% of the devices they tested resulted in positive bacterial growth with organisms that are typically implicated in PJI (mostly Staphylococci species).84 However, there is no concrete evidence to link the use of FAW system with SSI/PJI. McGovern et al. studied a change of a warming system from forced air to an alternative system in 1,437 patients. A significant increase in deep joint infection, as demonstrated by an elevated infection odds ratio (3.8, p=0.024), was identified during a period when forced-air warming was used compared to a period when conductive fabric warming was used. The authors conceded that the study was observational and may have been affected by other infection prevention measures instituted by the hospital.76

**Question 16: Should OR personnel be required to decontaminate their hands with at least an alcohol-based foam every time their hands have been in contact with inanimate objects (including medical equipment) located in the immediate vicinity of the patient?**

**Consensus:** We support current recommendations for hand hygiene in patient care.

**Delegate Vote:** Agree: 86%, Disagree: 8%, Abstain: 6% (Strong Consensus)

**Justification:** Properly performed hand hygiene affords protection to both the patient and healthcare worker from cross transmission of infectious agents. Hand hygiene should be performed by OR personnel involved in examination, manipulation and placement of the patient, in accordance with the World Health Organization’s (WHO’s) 5 Moments for Hand Hygiene.85 There is ample evidence to confirm that transmission of pathogens from/to a patient to/from their immediate environment, defined below, occurs. However, there is inadequate evidence to show the influence of hand decontamination on this sequence. High-quality clinical investigations are required to study the efficiency of hand decontamination on prevention of SSI and PJI. Frequent hand decontamination has been suggested,86 but concerns have been expressed regarding skin irritation and contact dermatitis.87 Moreover, some risk of change of bacterial flora to colonizing bacteria with skin damage might exist.88

**Literature:** Five sequential steps for cross-transmission of microbial pathogens have been described.89 These steps include shedding of skin flora to inanimate objects surrounding the patients, transfer of the bacteria to the healthcare worker’s hands, adequate survival of the microbes on the healthcare worker’s hands, inadequate hand antisepsis technique by the healthcare worker, and transmission of bacteria from the healthcare worker’s hands to other patients or inanimate objects that can potentially be in contact with patients. Approximately 106 skin squames containing microorganisms are shed daily from normal skin.88 Therefore, surfaces located in the close vicinity of the patient (such as floor, bed lines, gowns, furniture, and medical equipment...
such as blood pressure cuffs) can become contaminated with patients’ skin flora. Hands or gloves of healthcare workers can be contaminated after contact with inanimate objects in patient rooms. Laboratory-based studies have demonstrated that many bacteria, including *Staphylococcus aureus*, gram-negative bacilli, and *Enterococci*, can be transferred to the hands by touching contaminated surfaces.66 In one study, the use of an alcohol gel hand wash was associated with a 36% decrease in nosocomial infection rates.66 There is substantial evidence that demonstrates improvement in the rate of healthcare-associated infections with hand hygiene promotional programs that include the use of an alcohol-based hand rub, although studies with improved design methodology are needed.66

**Question 17: What are the guidelines for hand hygiene and glove use for personnel in contact with the patient for examination, manipulation, and placement on the OR table?**

**Consensus:** We support current recommendations in patient care in accordance with principles of Standard Precautions.

**Delegate Vote:** Agree: 92%, Disagree: 1%, Abstain: 7% (Strong Consensus)

**Justification:** Gloves should be used by OR personnel as dictated by the principles of Standard Precautions.97 Added protection to the healthcare worker, via glove use, is required in the event of potential contact with blood, body fluids, secretions, excretions, mucous membranes, nonintact skin or contaminated equipment.97 Glove use does not preclude the need for application of hand hygiene principles. In the event that the patient is on contact precautions, gloves should be used for all contact with the patient and/or the immediate patient environment. The dynamics of contamination are similar between gloved and ungloved hands.86 Gloves can be contaminated after touching the patient or inanimate objects in patient rooms.92,93,98,99 Risk of cross-contamination through contaminated gloves is similar to that of naked hands.92, 99 Therefore, when gloves are used in patient care, hand hygiene must be performed prior to donning gloves and following glove removal. A single pair of gloves may not be used in the care of more than one patient.

**Question 18: Should triple gloving be used to prevent contamination during TJA?**

**Consensus:** We recommend double gloving and recognize the theoretical advantage of triple gloving.

**Delegate Vote:** Agree: 89%, Disagree: 7%, Abstain: 4% (Strong Consensus)

**Justification:** A relatively high rate of inner glove contamination has been identified with double-gloving in TJA, leading to the consideration of triple-gloving practices. Hester et al. compared the rate of inner glove perforation with 3 different gloving protocols in TJA: latex/cloth, latex/latex, and latex/cloth/latex. They found a reduced rate of perforation when the outer glove was a cloth glove compared to a latex glove, and interposing a cloth glove between two latex gloves yielded the lowest rate of perforation. While double-gloving with an outer cloth glove had a notable impact on tactile sensation and was troublesome when manipulating cement, triple-gloving with a cloth glove between two latex gloves was not perceived as having such an important impact. However, reported differences in rates were not shown to be statistically significant. Sebold et al. demonstrated that the use of a cloth glove between two latex gloves was able to reduce inner glove perforation rates to zero in their institution. According to their observations, surgeon dexterity was not affected by this gloving practice. In addition, the authors showed that the use of orthopaedic outer gloves yielded lower inner glove puncture rates than regular latex gloves. Sutton et al. showed that a triple-gloving protocol with a cut-resistant liner interposed between the two latex gloves significantly reduced the rate of perforation compared to double-gloving with two latex gloves. Overall, triple-gloving seems to decrease inner glove perforation rates; however, this is at the expense of a decrease in surgical dexterity and tactile sensation.

**Question 19: How frequently should gloves be changed during surgery?**

**Consensus:** We recognize the advantage of glove changes at least every 90 minutes or more frequently and the necessity of changing perforated gloves. Permeability appears to be compromised by the exposure to methacrylate cement and gloves should be changed after cementation.

**Delegate Vote:** Agree: 89%, Disagree: 6%, Abstain: 5% (Strong Consensus)

**Justification:** Al-Maiyah et al. conducted a RCT on THA procedures where the study group consisted of changing outer gloves every 20 minutes and before implant cementation, compared to changing only before cementation in the control group. This change in practice led to a significant reduction in perforation and contamination rates of outer gloves. Kaya et al. reported that glove perforations occurred after 90 minutes on average and suggested changing gloves every 90 minutes. Dawson-Bowling et al. evaluated glove contamination after draping and before opening the final components and found 12 and 24% contamination rates respectively. Beldame et al. identified a significantly higher rate of glove contamination before prosthesis implantation and advised changing gloves before this
surgical step. The authors also showed that when the outer gloves were contaminated, changing them lead to noncontaminated outer gloves in 80% of cases. Furthermore, in a prospective study, Carter et al. found that a surgeon’s outer glove perforation occurred in 3.7 and 8.3% of primary and revision arthroplasties, respectively. They also found that inner glove perforation was ignored in 19% of double glove perforations and recommended careful inspection of the inner glove whenever outer glove perforation is noted.100

**Question 20: When should instrument trays be opened?**

**Consensus:** We recommend that the timing of opening trays should occur as close to the start of the surgical procedure as possible with the avoidance of any delays between tray opening and the start of surgery.

**Delegate Vote:** Agree: 98%, Disagree: 1%, Abstain: 1% (Strong Consensus)

**Justification:** Dalstrom et al. recently demonstrated a direct correlation between the duration of open exposure of instrument trays and the risk of bacterial contamination.109 Some trays were found to be contaminated immediately after opening. After eliminating those trays, they reported contamination rates of 4% at 30 minutes, 15% at 1 hour, 22% at 2 hours, 26% at 3 hours, and 30% at 4 hours. Brown et al. demonstrated that bacterial air counts during preparation and draping were 4.4 times higher than during surgery, leading them to recommend opening instruments after patient preparation and draping.110

**Question 21: Should trays be covered with sterile drapes/towels when not in use?**

**Consensus:** We recognize a theoretical advantage to covering trays when not in use for extended periods, and that larger covers may be disadvantageous, if they are moved from contaminated areas across the sterile field. We recommend further study of this question regarding timing and techniques.

**Delegate Vote:** Agree: 90%, Disagree: 4%, Abstain: 6% (Strong Consensus)

**Justification:** Chosky et al. demonstrated that covering the instruments with sterile drapes reduced bacterial contamination rates 4-fold.111 The Association of Perioperative Registered Nurses (AORN) guideline for maintaining a sterile surgical field does not recommend covering the sterile table with sheets that fall below the table top because such a practice may cause air currents that can transfer micro-organisms from a nonsterile area (below the table level) to the sterile field over the table at the time of drape removal112 Nevertheless, Dalstrom et al. showed that covering trays significantly reduced the risk of contamination and did not identify any increased risk of contamination when uncovering them.109
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